
CT QA Analyst

Role Purpose:

The CT team is looking for a person who will be responsible for the quality of the backend part of the web trading 
system. The QA Analysts are an integral part of the Agile development team and in everyday work they contribute in 
each phase of the process from creating requirements, through performing different kinds of tests to the release
process, which is made by the QA mostly. Tests are performed in a manual and automated way, but the team focuses
on expanding the suite of automated tests.

Location: remote

We are a technology recruitment partner focused on search 
and selection of IT experts internationally. Currently, we are 
looking for an accomplished experts for the role of CT QA 
Analyst . We offer a rewarding and exciting professional 
experience and opportunity to develop your career in a highly 
competitive international environment.

Scope of Responsibilities:
Cooperation with Developers and Business Analysts during each stage to determine test strategy and coverage
Working as a part of Agile team and participate in estimations of possible risks, test plans creation and test cases
development
Being a part of Automation Tests process for backend side of trade system from functional to End2End tests
using SpecFlow
Creation and execution of SQL scripts and analysis of the results
Using Jira to track and document everyday work in projects
Working with server logs
Managing deployment and release process in cooperation with different teams
Evaluation of testing tools and software that can be implemented to aid QA and maximize testing coverage
Active participation in knowledge sharing and team building exercises within the QA team and organization

Skills & Experience required:

Documented work experience of QA or Test Engineer, expected 4 years or adequate knowledge
Understanding of the Software Development Life Cycle and software testing methodology, particularly in an
Agile environment
Experience in testing of web and/or client-server applications, manual and automated, using BDD tools
Basic knowledge of programing language (C#, Java) and SQL
Experience working with control version system (GIT), build and deployment tools (TeamCity, Jenkins, Rancher, 
Octopus etc.) and work management tools (Jira, Confluence, SharePoint or similar)
A degree in Computer Science or related IT experience
Excellent team player with communicative English skills (B2 is a minimum)

Desired:
Financial background, especially trading platform
Ability to review and debug through application code
Sense of humor and self-distance :)



Interested candidates should send their resume (CV) to 
magdalena.wielgos@itpuzzle.com.pl
with „ CT QA Analyst” in the subject line.

Offer:

Ability to choose the equipment you work with 
Standing desk and ergonomic chair
Spacious and cozy office space in the heart of old Kraków
Multisport Benefit Plan (the employee pays only tax)
Health Care (the highest package with Psychologist + option to add the whole family)
Life Insurance for employees (the employee pays only tax)
Lunch vouchers (PLN 200 gross per month)
Tax deduction (Creative rights) program (80%)
100% remote work with opportunity to use the office on demand
Annual bonus dependent on company results and personal performance up to 10% of the annual gross 
remuneration
Flexible working time
Very attractive referral bonus
Office parking available for employees FOR FREE
Kitchen full of coffee, tea, snacks, and fresh fruit
Co-working, mentoring and personal development


